"EFRUZHU DESCENDING DOSE DESIGN MODEL"
"EFRUZHU DESCENDO DOSE DESIGN EXEMPLUM"
MAXIMUM TOLERATED DOSE = OPTIMUM CLINICAL RESPONSE DOSE

INDEPENDENT OF GENETICS AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AS UNCERTAINTY FACTORS, DYNAMICS MEANS MAXIMUM TOLERATED DOSE (MTD) = OPTIMUM CLINICAL RESPONSE DOSE = TOXIC DOSE 50 (TD50) = EFFECTIVE DOSE 50 (ED50) = 1 FOR PHASE 1, PHASE 2, PHASE 3, PHASE 4 SPECIFICALLY SEPARATELY FOR ABSOLUTE ANY STAGE ONCOTHERAPY. ALL OF THE ABSOLUTE THERAPEUTIC TARGETS MECHANISMS = STABLE – CONSTANT OF GENETICS AND ENVIRONMENTAL UNCERTAINTY FACTORS WITH EFRUZHU CYPRIUS TURCICA "TRIGEMINUS CLAVIS MODUS" = "TRIPLE KEY METHOD" AND PRACTICALLY "EFRUZHU DESCENDING DOSE DESIGN MODEL"
ABSOLUTE OPTIMUM CLINICAL RESPONSE DOSE
CORRECT DOSES, STANDARD DOSES, LIMIT DOSE MAXIMUM FEASIBLE DOSE,
NOVEL THERAPEUTIC TARGETS
SINGLE DOSING AND MULTIPLE DOSING,
MULTIFOLD DOSE, MULTIDRUG COMBINATIONS
"SAFETY AND EFFICACY" WITH "VALUE SCORE"

CLINICAL PHASES:
PHASE IV, PHASE III, PHASE II, PHASE I

DOSE LEVELS:
DOSE IV, DOSE III, DOSE II, DOSE I
PHASE IV DOSE IV 4/4 PROPORTION (MALIGN) (MAXIMUM TOLERATED DOSE = OPTIMUM CLINICAL DOSE )
ALL DOSES PHASE IV BASED STANDARD "EFRUZHU DESCENDING DOSE DESIGN MODEL "

MAIN BASIC CRITERIA ORIGIN),
PHASE III DOSE III 3/4 PROPORTION ,
PHASE II DOSE II 2/4 PROPORTION ,
PHASE I DOSE I 1/4 PROPORTION(BENIGN)

SINGLE DESCENDING DOSE DESIGN
MULTIPLE DESCENDING DOSE DESIGN
MULTIPLE DOSE TRIALS
ABSOLUTE ANY STAGE COMPLETE RESPONSE
APEX DEGREE
TURKISH CYPRIOIT PHILOSOPHER EFRUZHU PHRMP
PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTANT MEDICAL ONCOLOGY PCMO
TURKISH REPUBLIC OF NORTHERN CYPRUS
NORTH CYPRUS
1. EFRUZHU - ANTINEOPLASTIC DOSAGE REGIMENS THEORY
http://essafihucancertrea.wixsite.com/nf-kb-drughu

2. EFRUZHU - ONCOTHERAPY DOSAGE THEORY
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3n-8lsV8Zm4WPsx2-Nw

3. EFRUZHU - CANCER CARCINOGENESIS THEORY AND LAWS
http://essafihucancertrea.wixsite.com/philosopherefruzhu-7

4. ALL-IN-ONE SITE SYSTEM
https://essafihucancertrea.wixsite.com/allahahadvitrferdhu1
PHILOSOPHER EFRUZHU ABSOLUTE ANY STAGE CANCER DISEASE THERAPY
« ANTI-CANCER MEDICINE EFRUZHU NORTH CYPRUS ® »
ANTICANCER MEDICINE APPLICATION
PROTOCOL AND PROCESSING
CHEMOHERBAL TREATMENT METHOD ©
1. NF-kB INHIBITOR (PROTEOSOME INHIBITOR)
2. DNMT INHIBITOR AND HDAC INHIBITOR
3. INFLAMMATION SUPPRESSION
4. GLYCOSAMINOGLYCANS CORRECTION
5. ELECTROLYTE AND WATER REBALANCED
6. HIGH ENERGY PHOSPHATE COMPOUND AND ANTIOXIDANT RECHARGED
7. NORMAL SELF SIGNALING PATHWAYS REACTIVATION
8. CHEMICAL AND HERBAL MEDICINE OPPOSITION NEW REBALANCED
9. OPPOSITION BALANCED OF MATERIAL BODY AND ORIGINAL HOLY DIVINEHUK SPIRITUAL BODY DYNAMICS ACTIVATION

ALLAHU/MAHRUH PHILOSOPHER EFRUZHU PERMA
NORDIC CYPRUS TURKISH CYPRIT

www.youtube.com/efruzhuancertheory
EFRUZHU CYPRIUS TURCICA
(CYPRUM TURCA)
“TRIGEMINUS CLAVIS MODUS”
(TRIPLE KEY METHOD)
1. MATURATION
2. APOPTOSIS
3. PHAGOSITOSIS
(AT THE SAME TIME)
ABSOLUTE ANY STAGE ONCOTHERAPY